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Merry Christmas and Happy Independence Day From La S’chinteia 

Thank you for your continued readership of La S’chinteia. I am pleasantly surprised we have put 
out seven volumes already, and, with the Kingdom’s 40th anniversary approaching, proud to be 
carrying on the tradition of Talossan journalism. Whether the story is me pretending to be a 
mathematician, the translation of an indie rock song into Talossan, or the rare piece of actual 
“news” we cover, we are contributing to the story of Talossa itself, and hopefully sparking 
interest in others along the way. 

Going in to 2020, my main goal is to attract additional contributors to keep Talossa’s Premier 
Magazine going strong. The person in the best position to help with this, dear reader, is you; if 
you want to write it, we want to publish it. 

La S’chinteia will be back in February for our first full year of publication (my holiday schedule 
makes a January volume impossible). I hope you will join us! 

Ian Plätschisch 

Editor in Chief 
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Buckeye Benitians: The Story of the Cjovani 

Ian Plätschisch 

Iason Bitxichë Taiwos and Vitxalmour Conductour, citizens of Talossa and of the province of 
Benito, are also longtime friends who live near each other in the US state of Ohio. Over they 
years, they have developed a unique identity for Ohio Benitians, called the Cjovani. Their most 
famous traditions are likely the annual Tournament of Waterloo (a game of bocce between 
Taiwos and Conductour) and Spaghetti Western Weekend in late December, but there is much 
more this culture, most of which has never been made public until now. 

*** 

La S’chinteia (LS): How did the two of you first become involved in Talossa? 

Iason Taiwos: I can't really remember exactly how I first discovered Talossa. I'd had associations 
with micronational-like entities previously: The Free Territory of Ely-Chatelaine (which I first 
read about in a book called "High Weirdness By Mail" by Ivan Stang of the Church of the 
Subgenius); and Nova Roma. So, I guess I had an interest in such things. I remember being 
impressed by the language and the longevity of Talossa. I found it sufficiently interesting to seek 
citizenship in Talossa, and, not long after, I coaxed Vitx into joining. 

Vitxalmour Conductour: Iason kept talking about it so I decided to join. My original intentions 
were to join anonymously in order to troll him, but that wasn't allowed, and I decided to join 
legitimately. I very nearly joined the Republic instead of the Kingdom but decided to stick with 
my pal. The whole thing seemed vaguely familiar and I later read one of the early internet 
solicitations king Ben had and it was very familiar sounding. I swear I encountered Talossa back 
then but never actually joined and can't tell for sure. 

LS: Was there ever a concerted effort to establish a uniquely Ohio-Benitian culture, or did 
its development occur naturally? 

Vitxalmour: It began naturally. Iason and I barely fit in amongst our own families, let alone a 
bunch of (lovely) Italian folk, so there was some natural drift there. But once we noticed it, we 
consciously leaned in to it. We have our own vernacular, recipes and traditions that have grown 
rather elaborate and ingrained at this point. Some of which we have shared more publicly, such 
as ABBA and the Tournament of Waterloo and my Assinets Talossaes recipe. Some of which 
we've shared privately with other Talossans, such as our Cjovani Lexicon. And some of which 
has remained just between us for now. 

In addition, we've spent more of our efforts on our Cjovani subculture since Ohio was stripped 
from the Benito catchment area, which hurt us a bit and seriously lessened, at least my 
involvement in Benito proper, which had always drawn more of my focus than Talossa level 
interests. I guess I'm just a local thinker. 

*** 
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The Cjovani were kind enough to grant La S’chinteia access to their Lexicon. Here is a sample of 
the contents: 

Origin of the name Cjováni: There was a group founded in 1847. They were mostly Italian, but 
counted a Greek, two Germans and a Dutchman amongst their ranks. They were theologians, 
chemists, mathematicians, physicians, playwrights, artists, physicist, astronomers, philosophers, 
missionaries, architects, printers and more. They operated as "a program of free experiment that 
was respectful of tradition yet unfettered by blind obedience to any authority." They are an 
international collection of likeminded individuals (who sometimes disagree but use that to enrich 
each other's work) with strong but not exclusively Italian roots, whose name has changed a few 
times over the years, who have survived long spans of inactivity, who have suffered at 
connections to fascists. They are the Accademia dei Lincei, who survive today as The 
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. "Academy of the Lynx-Eyed," named for the Lynx, "an animal 
whose sharp vision symbolizes the observational prowess required by science." Easily 
Talossified to Cjovan 

Asinets Talossaes: Berberitos. A unique Cjovani dish, based on ingredients used in Berber 
cuisine.    

1 ¼ pounds chopped lamb 

1 teaspoon honey 

2 tablespoons olive oil 

1 teaspoon lime juice 

½ teaspoon ground cumin 

½ teaspoon ground 
coriander 

½ teaspoon turmeric 

¼ teaspoon ground allspice 

¼ teaspoon cardamom 

¼ teaspoon ground cloves 

1 tablespoon minced garlic 

½ cup chopped red bell 
peppers 

½ cup chopped green bell 
peppers 

½ cup chopped scallions 

1 cup uncooked couscous 

1 cup water 

Juice of 1 tangerine 

1 tablespoon butter 

6 tortillas 

Cheese of choice 

Chopped tomatoes, onions, 
peppers and other 
vegetables of choice. 

Combine lamb, honey, olive oil, lime juice, cumin, coriander, turmeric, allspice, cardamom, 
cloves, garlic, bell peppers, and scallions in bowl. Cover and allow to marinate at least one hour, 
preferably overnight. Prepare couscous as per directions on package, adding juice of tangerine 
and butter. Cook lamb, peppers, onions and marinade. Frying is suggested but alternate methods 
of cooking would suffice. Top tortilla with couscous, lamb mixture, vegetables of choice and 
cheese of choice. Serves approximately six. 

Buci: Bocce. Bocce was introduced to Cjováni culture by Taiwos, who once bought a set of 
bocce balls to try to find an outdoor activity to keep his grandkids occupied. The kids didn't care 
for it, so Taiwos lugged the set up to Conductour's house one day. After a few games, Taiwos 
and Conductour were hooked. Initially, they called the way they played bocce “bolextrema”, or 
extreme bocce, for, unlike the well-manicured outdoor bocce courts they had seen, they played in 
Conductour's hilly and overgrown backyard. They quickly formed A.B.B.A., which, as far as we 
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know, is Talossas only regularly active sports league. Eventually, Taiwos acquired a book about 
bocce, which lead him to scrap the term 'bolextrema’. “According to the book”, Taiwos said, 
“what we'd been playing was not particularly extreme in the bocce world.” 

ABBA: Apvieniba Buci Benitian Atgletics. Benitian bocce league; holds the annual Tournament 
of Waterloo. 

L' cäps d'Umberto Granaglia: Awarded by ABBA to the winner of their annual Tournament of 
Waterloo, L'Cäps d’Umberto Granaglia is a collectible sports card bearing the likeness of 
Umberto Granaglia, who is widely considered to be the greatest buci player in that sport's 
history. 

Els cióvecs da caveglh da Monongahela: The Hair-Men of Monongahela. Legendary creatures 
said to dwell in Monongahela National Forest in West Virginia. Always seen in pairs, the Hair-
Men are reported to resemble the popular depictions of sasqetz, but are connected by a long, 
rope-like band of hair. 

Esteierpäts: “Canal Country”. Area in Northeastern Ohio where the Cjovánì reside. So called 
for the large number of now unused canals and lock systems in the area.   

Fetscha: from fetxa, Talossan for 'bucket’. A Cjováni musical soiree. In a fetscha, there is no 
division between audience and performers; everyone is encouraged to participate, wether by 
playing an instrument or singing, or both. 

La triada: "the triad". A Cjováni tradition, derived from old hoopy/Appalachian folklore. The 
three items one is supposed to bring into a new dwelling to ward off bad luck. Upon taking 
possession of a new dwelling, the new resident brings three items into it, before he has brought 
any of his other belongings - money, food, and a broom. The money and food symbolize the 
hope that the occupant will never be monetarily destitute or starving in the new abode; the broom 
symbolizes the sweeping out of any negative energy that is in in the dwelling.                   

The Cjovani Lexicon, which as of December 2019 is 25 pages long, includes idioms, slang, 
items commonly used in the region, additional recipes, names for a variety of local towns and 
geographic features, and even a legend about a key made from the tusk of a live elephant.  
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TalossAnalysis: 54th Cosa Election Results 

Ian Plätschisch 

The election to the 54th Cosa concluded December 1st. The Free Democrats maintained their 
plurality from the previous Cosa, declining slightly from 89 to 84 seats, while AMP posted a 
modest gain, increasing from 40 to 46 seats and becoming the party with the second-most seats. 
Four new parties also contested the election; both the ZPT and the Peculiar Nationalist Party 
(PNP) won 25 seats, the New Peculiar Way (NPW) won 15 seats, and MTGA won 5 seats after 
returning from a hiatus in the previous Cosa. The RUMP, which had contested the previous 
eighteen elections (going all the way back to the 36th Cosa), did not stand. 

In the lead-up to the election, several Talossans participated in the traditional election prediction 
competition. We can thus evaluate which parties obtained the most (and least) surprising results 
by comparing the actual number of seats won by each party to the average of the predictions. 

 AMP FreeDems MTGA NPW PNP ZPT 

Average Prediction 47.00 87.00 8.38 14.63 14.75 28.25

Actual Result 46 84 5 15 25 25

Over/Under -1.00 -3.00 -3.38 0.38 10.25 -3.25

Percent Over/Under -2.13% -3.45% -40.30% 2.56% 69.49% -11.50%
 

We can see that AMP, FreeDems, MTGA, and ZPT underperformed while the two peculiarist 
parties, NPW and PNP, overperformed. However, the AMP and FreeDems underperformance 
and NPW overperformance are not particularly notable. AMP underperformed by only one seat 
out of 47 and got only 2.13% less seats than predicted, the FreeDems underperformed by only 
three seats out of 87 and got only 3.45% less seats seats than predicted, and the NPW 
overperformed by less than half of a seat and got only about 2.56% more seats than predicted. 
The small errors for the AMP and FreeDems are perhaps unsurprising given they were the only 
two parties which contested both this election and the previous one. 

The biggest winner of the election, relative to predictions, is the PNP, which won about 10 more 
seats than predicted, which is almost 70% more seats than predicted. The NPW and PNP were 
predicted to win almost exactly the same number of seats (14.63 and 14.75 respectively), but the 
PNP overperformed dramatically while the NPW approximately met expectations.  

Both the MTGA and ZPT underperformed by more than three seats. Because the predicted 
number of seats for the MTGA was only 8.38 seats, a three-seat underperformance leads to a 
large percentage underperformance of 40.3%. The ZPT earned 11.5% less seats than predicted; 
this is possibly due to the fact that the ZPT leader did not vote in the election. 

We can also calculate the uncertainty in the predictions for each party by examining, for each 
party, how much the predictions of individual predictors differed. If, for a certain party, many of 
the individual predictions were similar, then most of the predictors largely agreed on the number 
of seats that party would get. Alternatively, if many of the individual predictions were very 
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different, then the predictors could not agree on that party’s predicted performance. We can 
quantify this using the standard deviation of the predictions for each party, which measures the 
average difference between an individual prediction and the average of all the predictions. A 
lower standard deviation means the predictions were more similar. 

However, standard deviation does not tell the whole story. Take hypothetical predictions of 5 and 
10 seats for Party A and predictions of 80 and 85 seats for Party B; predictions for both parties 
would have the same standard deviation even though the second prediction is 100% larger than 
the first for party A and only 6.25% larger for Party B. Therefore, if the predictions for a larger 
and smaller party both have the same standard deviation, the percent differences in the 
predictions for the smaller party are more notable. 

The coefficient of variation fixes this problem by dividing the standard deviation by the mean (in 
this case, the average prediction). This gives a measurement of the average percent difference 
between an individual prediction and the average of the predictions for a certain party. The 
standard deviations and coefficients of variation for each party are shown below: 

 AMP FreeDem MTGA NPW PNP ZPT 

Standard Deviation 4.85 7.07 2.29 4.50 3.83 8.18

Average Prediction 47.00 87.00 8.38 14.63 14.75 28.25

Coefficient of Variation 10.31% 8.13% 27.32% 30.76% 25.98% 28.96%
 

The coefficient of variation for the Free Democrats, 8.13%, means that on average, an individual 
prediction for the Free Democrats differs from the average prediction for that party by 8.13%, 
which is the least variation of any party. This is perhaps not surprising given that it was the most 
established party heading into the election. AMP had a similarly low coefficient of variation. All 
four new parties had similar and substantially higher coefficients of variation, so there was less 
agreement among predictors.  

*** 

Once I had made the spreadsheet for this article, it was quite easy to calculate the winner of the 
prediction competition. Out of the eight participants, the winner is Eovart Grischun, who 
correctly predicted 188 out of 200 seats. Sir Alexandreu Davinescu came in second with 186 
correct seats, and I came in third with 184 correctly predicted seats. The average participant 
correctly predicted 182.875 seats. Had someone used the average of everyone’s predictions 
(rounded to the nearest whole number) as their prediction, they would have correctly predicted 
190 seats.  
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50 Moct Stätsmints 

Translated by Iac Marscheir 

These are the Talossan translations of the 50-word statements of the six parties that contested 
the election to the 54th Cosa. 

*** 

AMP (Awakening and Magnifying Passion) 

ReMP (Reveglharh es Magnhificarh dal Paßiun) 

Perqet ametz Talossa? Quálsevol tenetz respondats, noi sint aicì per à ça cauçarh. ReMP 
presenta el vej el pü clar àd entaglharh la büreucrätica sancphünt, revigorarh dals instituziuns 
cüritadas es guardarh noastra comunità þeritatx vivind es þrivind; solamint liretz noastra 
manifesto. Laßetz-noi atcrivarh el potentzial üníc es sincufì da noastra Regipäts. 

 

FREEDEMS (Free Democrats of Talossa) 

DeLTa (Democrätici Liverats da Talossa) 

El governmaintsch, duciat par els Democrätici Liverats, tent deliverat dove dels altreux 
tiennent parlats. Da preindarh el control da noastra siteu naziunal, à daßerc’harh el glheþ 
naziunal, Miestra Schiva es sieu esqipa à Governmaintsch tiennent dals cosas façats es lor 
fun rendats. Reëlectetz-noi per pü da reformaziuns democrätici, ducità labouratíu es ün 
Talossa eschitatorxheu! 

 

MTGA (Make Talossa Great Again!) 

RTGN (Reindarh Talossa Grült da Nhoua!) 

REPUBLICAES FOSSENT ADÜNARH! La faschca lasta da Florencia, come muiteux 
altreux, noi montra cacsa els monarc’histaes povent initziatarh l’aziun in acest päts. 
VOTETZ PER NOI! ZONETZ À TALOSSA ‘N AVENGNHENÇA À KÄMPFARH 
CONTRA L’UNAZIUN! 

 

NPW (New Peculiar Way) 

ZNP (Zirecziun Nouâ Peculiaristà) 

El derivismeu tent cursitat es reindarh Talossa luegnh míus fun pläts q’esteva bevor. La ZNP 
asigüra ‘n madaschoina per acest cün tamaint realità ben-setada. La ZNP volt espumicarh 
espaçal svo àð toct i tzara put laßarh sieu drapéu à bisertéu vola. 
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PNP (Peculiar Nationalist Party) 

PPN (Partì Pecüliar da Naziunalismeu) 

El PPN vía Talossa com’iens Naziun grentzattä, es volt vidarh ün fim per dels revindici 
teritoriais unrealisticeux sur terts American es Européu. Noi credent in naziunalismeu citanal 
per Talossa, dove ingenviens qi volt zeviénarh Talossan put façarh sa, grentzattämint. 
Agréetz? Votetz PPN. 

 

DTN (Defenders of the Talossan Nation) 

ZPT (Zefençadeirs del Päts Talossan) 

Quand qe noi non tiennent tapatxais ofrenças per motivaziun, noi ament el Regipäts 
Talossan, es noastra Regeu. Viensiçetz els labouratíus Zefençadeirs del Päts Talossan in ün 
esforç almenéu à zefençarh ár päts, ár legeu, ár glheþ, ár cúltura, ár pópuis es noastra Regeu. 

End Matter 

If you… 

- Want to have your work published in La S’chinteia, either as a staff writer or as a one-
time or occasional contributor (no experience required) 

- Have feedback on one of our articles or an idea for an article 
- Want to join our email list to get early access to new volumes 
- Would like to get in touch with La S’chinteia for some other reason 

Send Ian Plätschisch a message on Wittenberg or post in the Wittenberg thread corresponding to 
this volume.  

Thanks for reading! 
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